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Abstract
This paper deals with the modeling, analysis, and simulation of a doubly-fed induction generator (DFIG)
driven by a wind turbine. The grid connected wind energy conversion system (WECS) is composed of
DFIG and two back to back PWM voltage source converters (VSCs) in the rotor circuit. A machine
model is derived in an appropriate dq reference frame. The grid voltage oriented vector control is used
for the grid side converter (GSC) in order to maintain a constant DC bus voltage, while the stator voltage
orientated vector control is adopted in the rotor side converter (RSC) to control the active and reactive
powers.
Copyright © 2014 International Energy and Environment Foundation - All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Wind energy is one of the most important and promising sources of renewable energy all over the world,
mainly because it is considered to be nonpolluting and economically viable. At the same time, there has
been a rapid development of related wind turbine technology [1]. A DFIG is based on a wound rotor
induction machine (WRIM). The 3-phase rotor windings are supplied with a voltage of controllable
amplitude and frequency using an ac to ac converter. Consequently, the speed can be varied while the
operating frequency on the stator side remains constant. Depending on the required speed range, the rotor
converter rating is usually low compared with the machine rating. Therefore, a DFIG is preferable for
variable speed wind turbine applications [2]. The choice of control strategy incorporated can vary
depending on the wind turbine generators, but the most popular control scheme for the DFIG of wind
turbine generators is a field oriented control (FOC). This control strategy is well established in the field
of variable speed drives and when applied to the DFIG control, allows independent control of the
electromagnetic torque and stator reactive power [3].
The DFIG using back to back PWM converters for the rotor side control has been well established in
wind power system. When used with a wind turbine it offers several advantages over the fixed speed
generator systems. These advantages, including speed control and reduced flickers, are primarily
achieved by controlling the voltage source converter, with its inherent bi-directional active and reactive
powers flow. Among the various technologies available for wind energy conversion systems, the DFIG is
one of the preferred solutions because it reduced mechanical stress and optimized power capture due to
the variable speed operation. Variable speed operation of electric generators has been proved to be
advantages over the fixed speed systems. Three topologies are now widely preferred for the variable
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speed operation, conventional asynchronous generators with full rating power converters, permanent
magnet synchronous generators (PMSG’s) with full rating power converters and the DFIG with partial
rating power converters [4, 5]. A wind energy conversion system using DFIG is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. General structure of the wind power generation system with DFIG
In the above system, the stator of the DFIG is directly connected to the grid, while two back to back
PWM voltage source converters (VSCs) are inserted between the rotor and the grid to control the rotor
and stator output power which is fed to the grid for the variable speed operation [6]. It is possible to
control rotor current injection using VSCs to ensure effective operation in both sub and super
synchronous modes. Decoupled control of active and reactive powers using the vector control is
presented in [7] and current control methods for wind turbines using DFIG are presented in [8]. Both
stator and rotor are able to supply the power, but the direction of active power flow through the rotor
circuit is dependent on the wind speed and accordingly, the generator speed. Below the synchronous
speed, the active power flows from the grid to the rotor side, and the RSC acts as a voltage source
inverter while the GSC acts as a rectifier but above the synchronous speed, RSC acts as a rectifier and
GSC acts as an inverter. The rotor VSC is controlled to limit the torque pulsation, and the grid VSC is
controlled to limit the DC voltage ripple [9]. Two back to back voltage fed current regulated converters
are connected to the rotor circuit. The firing pulses are given to the devices (IGBTs) using PWM
techniques. The converters are linked to each other by means of DC-link capacitor. The main purpose of
the GSC is to control the DC-link voltage and ensures the operation at unity power factor by making the
reactive power drawn by the system from the utility grid equal to zero, while the RSC controls the active
and reactive powers by controlling the d-q components of the rotor currents idr and iqr .
2. d-q Model of induction generator
The d-q axis representation of an induction generator is used for simulation, taking flux linkage as a
basic variable. It is based on fifth-order two axis representations commonly known as the “Park model”
[10]. Here an equivalent 2-phase machine represents 3-phase machine. Where d s − q s correspond to the
stator direct and quadrature axes, and d r − q r correspond to the rotor direct and quadrature axes. A
synchronously rotating d − q reference frame is used with the direct d − axis oriented along the stator
flux position. In this way, decoupled control between the electrical torque and the rotor excitation current
is obtained. The reference frame is rotating with the same speed as the stator voltage. While modeling the
DFIG, the generator convention is used, indicating that, the currents are outputs and that power has a
negative sign when fed into the grid.
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2.1 Axis transformations
The d − q model requires that all the 3-phase variables have to be transformed to the 2-phase
synchronously rotating frame [11]. A symmetrical 3-phase induction machine with stationary axes
as, bs, cs separated by an angle 2π 3 is considered. Here the 3-phase stationary reference frame’s

d s − q s variables are transformed into the synchronously rotating reference frame d e − q e . Assume that
s
s
the d s − q s axes are oriented at θ angle. The voltages vds and vqs can be resolved into as, bs, cs
components in a matrix form as:

cos θ
⎡ vas ⎤ ⎡
⎢ v ⎥ = ⎢ cos(θ − 120 D )
⎢ bs ⎥ ⎢
D
⎣⎢ vcs ⎦⎥ ⎢⎣ cos(θ + 120 )

s
1⎤ ⎡ vqs ⎤
⎢ ⎥
sin(θ − 120 D ) 1⎥⎥ ⎢ vdss ⎥
sin(θ + 120 D ) 1⎥⎦ ⎢⎢ v0s s ⎥⎥
⎣ ⎦

sin θ

(1)

The corresponding inverse relation is:

⎡ vqss ⎤
⎡cos θ
⎢ s ⎥ 2⎢
⎢ vds ⎥ = ⎢ sin θ
⎢ s ⎥ 3 ⎢ 0.5
⎣
⎢⎣ v0 s ⎥⎦

cos(θ − 120D ) cos(θ + 120D ) ⎤ ⎡ vas ⎤
⎥
sin(θ − 120D ) sin(θ + 120D ) ⎥ ⎢⎢ vbs ⎥⎥
⎥ ⎢⎣ vcs ⎥⎦
0.5
0.5
⎦

(2)

s

where vos is added as the zero sequence component. Equation (2) represents the transformation of 3phase quantities into 2-phase d − q quantities. It is more convenient to set θ = 0 , so that q − axis is
aligned with the a − axis in this case. The sine components of d and q parameters will be replaced
with cosine values, and vice versa if d − axis coincides with a − axis . If the synchronously rotating
d − q axes rotate at a synchronous speed ωe with respect to d s − q s axes, then the voltages on the

d s − q s axes can be converted into d − q a synchronously rotating frame as:
vqs = vqss cos θ e − vdss sin θ e
vds = vqss sin θ e + vdss cos θ e

(3)

Resolving the rotating frame parameters into stationary frame:

vqss = vqs cos θ e + vds sin θ e
vdss = −vqs sin θ e + vds cos θ e

(4)

2.2 DFIG model in synchronous rotating reference frame
For the modeling of DFIG in the synchronously rotating frame, we need to represent the 2-phase stator
(d s − q s ) and rotor (d r − q r ) circuit variables in a synchronously rotating (d − q) frame as shown below:

Figure 2. Dynamic d-q equivalent circuit of DFIG (q – axis circuit )
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Figure 3. Dynamic d-q equivalent circuit of DFIG (d- axis circuit)
According to Kron's equation, the stator circuit equations are:

d s
λqs
dt
d
vdss = Rs idss + λdss
dt
vqss = Rs iqss +

(5)

s
s
where λqs is the q − axis stator flux linkage, and λds is the d − axis stator flux linkage respectively.
Convert equation (5) to the synchronous rotating frame:

d
λqs + (ωe λds )
dt
d
vds = Rs ids + λds − (ωe λqs )
dt
vqs = Rs iqs +

(6)

When the angular speed ωe is zero the speed of emf due to d and q axis is zero and the equation’s
changes to stationary form. If the rotor is blocked or not moving, i.e. ωr = 0 , the machine rotor
equations can be written in a similar way as the stator equations:

d
λqr + (ωe λdr )
dt
d
vdr = Rr idr + λdr − (ωe λqr )
dt
vqr = Rr iqr +

(7)

Let the rotor rotate at an angular speed ωr , then the d − q axes fixed on the rotor fictitiously will move
at a relative speed (ωe − ωr ) to the synchronously rotating frame. The d − q frame rotor equations can
be written by replacing (ωe − ωr ) in the place of ωe as:

d
λqr + (ωe − ωr ) λdr
dt
d
vdr = Rr idr + λdr − (ωe − ωr ) λqr
dt

(8)

λqs = Lls iqs + Lm (iqs + iqr ) = Ls iqs + Lmiqr

(9)

λds = Lls ids + Lm (ids + idr ) = Ls ids + Lmidr

(10)

vqr = Rr iqr +
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λqr = Llr iqr + Lm (iqs + iqr ) = Lr iqr + Lmiqs

(11)

λdr = Llr idr + Lm (ids + idr ) = Lr idr + Lmids

(12)

The torque expression can be written in terms of flux linkages and currents as:

Te =

3P
(λdr iqr − λqr idr )
22

(13)

3. Control algorithm
Figures 4 and 5 shows the DFIG based WECS with the vector control. The rotor currents are used to
control the stator active and reactive powers. The RSC controls the DFIG, while the GSC function is to
maintain the DC link voltage constant. The vector control on DFIG is implemented in the two following
steps.
3.1 GSC Control
The adopted vector control strategy must fulfill the two main objectives of the grid side converter 1.
Regulate DC bus voltage 2. Control reactive power exchanged bidirectional between the rotor of the
machine and the grid. Thus, by aligning the grid voltage vector with synchronous frame direct axis, its
indirect axis component becomes null (vq = 0) . The active and reactive powers are controlled
independently using the vector control strategy. Since the amplitude of supply voltage is constant, the
active and reactive powers are controlled by means of id and iq respectively.

Ps = 3 (vd id + vq iq ) = 3 vd id , (vq = 0)
2
2
Qs = 3 (vq id − vd iq ) = − 3 vd iq , (vq = 0)
2
2

(14)

where id , iq and vd are grid current and voltage respectively, as (vq = 0) . Based on the sign of a nonzero slip ratio s , a part of DFIG’s generated active power is interchanged with the grid through the rotor,
which can deliver or absorb grid’s power in super or sub-synchronous modes, respectively. Equation
(14), states that active power and consequently, DC bus voltage can be controlled via id , whereas iq can
control reactive power flow in the grid. This strategy is depicted in Figure 5. The control signals for the
grid converters are:

K ⎞
⎛
vd* = ⎜ K p1 + i1 ⎟ ⎡⎣id* − id ⎤⎦
s ⎠
⎝
K ⎞
⎛
vq* = ⎜ K p1 + i1 ⎟ ⎡⎣iq* − iq ⎤⎦
s ⎠
⎝

(15)

where K p is the proportional gain of the controller, and K i is the integral gain of the controller. The
angular position of the grid voltage is detected using a phase locked loop (PLL), which has good quality
in terms of stability and of transient response [12]. This locked angle will be used to transform system
variables to the d − q reference frame. The DC bus voltage is maintained constant via the outer voltage
PI controller which processes the error between the reference and measured DC bus voltage and yields
id* , while iq* is set to zero to compensate for reactive power at the grid side. The GSC provides needed
magnetizing energy through the rotor for the DFIG. Finally, the measured grid currents ( id , iq ) and
*

*

reference currents ( id , iq ) are compared then processed by inner current PI controllers, in order to
generate appropriate signals for the GSC.
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.
Figure 4. Vector control structure for GSC

Figure 5. Vector control structure for RSC
3.2 RSC control
The main purpose of the RSC is to maintain the rotor speed constant irrespective of the wind speed and
also the control strategy has been implemented to control the active power and reactive powers flow of
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the machine using the rotor current components. The active power flow is controlled through idr and the
reactive power flow is controlled through iqr . To ensure unit power factor operation like GSC, the
reactive power demand is also set to zero here. The standard voltage oriented vector control strategy is
used for the RSC to implement control action. Here the real axis of the stator voltage is chosen as the d axis. Since the stator is connected to the utility grid and the influence of stator resistance is small, the
stator magnetizing current im can be considered as constant. Under voltage orientation, the relationship
between the torque and the d − q axis voltages, currents and fluxes can be written with neglecting of
leakage inductances. To maximize the turbine output power, DFIG must be controlled through the control
*
of idr and iqr . To simplify the control and calculate idr , the stator flux component λds is set to zero.

λds = 0
λqs = ( Lls + Lm )iqs + Lmiqr = Lmim

(16)

The equations of rotor fluxes are:

λqr =

Lm
L2
λqs + σ Lr iqr = m im + σ Lr iqr
Ls
Ls

L
λdr = m λds + σ Lr idr = σ Lr idr
Ls
where σ = 1 −

(17)

L2m
Ls Lr

By substituting the values of λdr and λqr from equation (17) in equation (8), the rotor voltages are:

d
idr − (ωe − ωr )σ Lr iqr
dt
d
vqr = Rr iqr + σ Lr iqr + (ωe − ωr )σ Lr idr
dt
vdr = Rr idr + σ Lr

(18)

*
*
The reference value vdr and vqr can be found from equation (18) as:

vdr* = vdr' − (ωe − ωr )[ Lr iqr + Lmiqs ]
vqr* = vqr' + (ωe − ωr )[ Lr idr + Lmids ]

(19)

'

'
where vdr and vqr are found from the current errors processing through standard PI controllers. The

electromagnetic torque can be expressed as:

Te =

3 Lm
P λqs idr
2 Ls

(20)

*
The reference current idr can be found either from the reference torque or from the speed errors through
*
*
standard PI controllers. Similarly iqr can be found from the reactive power errors. The value of idr can

be found using equation (20):

idr* =

Te* Ls
λqs Lm

(21)
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4. Results and discussion
A 10hp induction machine whose is specifications are given in Table 1 is simulated using
MATLAB/SIMULINK environment. The performance of the DFIG system is analyzed under grid
voltage fluctuations. The main objective of this Work is to study the performance analysis of the DFIG
for a wind turbine application both during steady-state operation and transient operation. The voltage
fluctuations are made by lowering and raising the voltage values in the utility grid intentionally for
simulation keeping in view of different grid disturbances (voltage sag).
Table 1. Rating and specifications of DFIG
Rated Power
Stator Voltage
Frequency
Rs (Stator Resistance)
Rr (Rotor Resistance)
Ls (Stator Inductance)
Lm (Magnitizing Inductance)
Lr (Rotor Inductance)
Poles
Rated Speed
Dc Link Voltage
Switching Frequency of 1 GBTs

10 hp
415 V
60 Hz
1.1 Ω
0.91 Ω
0.321 H
0.08 H
0.09 H
6
1100 rpm
850 V
3 kHz

4.1 Simulation under balance grid
DFIG characteristic’s waveforms under steady-state conditions are shown in Figure 6. It is observed that,
the active and reactive powers supplied by the utility grid are decoupled and DC link voltage is
maintained constant due to the control strategy made in the GSC.

(a) Stator voltage

(b) Stator current

(c) Rotor current
Figure 6. (Continued)
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(d) Active power

(e) Reactive power

(f) DC link voltage

(g) Rotor speed
Figure 6. Simulation results of the grid under balance condition
4.2 Simulation under voltage sag
The simulation results under the voltage sag are shown in Figure 7. The DFIG system produces active
power of 7 KW, which corresponds to maximum mechanical turbine output minus electrical losses in the
generator. When the grid voltage changes suddenly from its rated value, i.e. 415V the stator current as
well as rotor current increases and the active power P suddenly oscillates, and then it settles to its rated
value. The reference reactive power is set at 0KVAr but when voltage decreases the reactive power
suddenly increases, and then it settles to 0KVAr as the control strategy made in the RSC. The DC link
voltage is set at 850V by the GSC at the time of voltage sag oscillates and finally settles to its set value.
The rotor speed is also maintained constant to its rated (1080rpm) while the wind speed is kept constant
at 10m/s. The rotor output is same as the converter output.

(a) Stator voltage
Figure 7. (Continued)
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(b) Stator current

(c) Rotor current

(d) Active power

(e) Reactive power

(f) DC link voltage

(g) Rotor speed
Figure 7. Simulation results of the grid under voltage sag
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5. Conclusion
The main objective of this Work is to study the performance analysis of the DFIG for a wind turbine
application both during steady-state operation and transient operation. The modeling, control and
simulation of DFIG coupled with a wind turbine has been carried out. The grid connected WECS is
composed of DFIG and two back to back PWM voltage source converters in the rotor circuit. The grid
voltage oriented vector control is used for the GSC in order to maintain a constant DC bus voltage, while
the stator voltage orientated vector control is adopted in the RSC to control the active and reactive
powers. The DFIG system is simulated using MATLAB/SIMULINK environment. It is concluded that,
the traditional voltage control technique which is used on both GSC as well as the RSC to analyze the
performance of the DFIG system under grid voltage fluctuations is suitable under sudden change in grid
voltage.
Appendix
Derivation of equation (17)

λqs = Ls iqs + Lmiqr

(1A)

λqr = Lr iqr + Lm iqs

(2A)

Multiply equation (1A) with Lm , and equation (2A) with Ls , we get:

Lm λqs = Lm Ls iqs + L2miqr

(1A)

Ls λqr = Ls Lr iqr + Ls Lmiqs

(2A)

Substract equation (2A) from equation (1A), we get:

Lm λqs − Ls λqr = L2miqr − Ls Lr iqr
Ls λqr = Lm λqs + Ls Lr iqr − L2miqr
Divide the equation by Ls

Ls
L
LL
L2
λqr = m λqs + s r iqr − m iqr
Ls
Ls
Ls
Ls

λqr =

Lm
L2
λqs + Lr iqr − m iqr
Ls
Ls

λqr =

⎛
Lm
L2
λqs + Lr ⎜1 − m
Ls
⎝ Lr Ls

λ qr =

⎞
⎟ iqr
⎠

Lm
λ q s + σ L r iq r = σ L r iq r
Ls

b e c a u s e λ q s = L m i m a n d i m a s s u m e d to b e c o n s ta n t
L2m
where σ = 1 −
Lr Ls
Similarly

λ dr =

Lm
λ d s + σ L r id r = σ L r id r
Ls

b e c a u s e λ d s a s s u m e d to b e z e r o
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